News Release
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Linear Enhances Residential Actuator Gate Operator Capabilities
Control Two Gates; Includes Popular APeX Controller
Carlsbad, Calif., (November 2, 2010) -- Linear LLC announces an expanded feature of its
LRA Gate Operator: two gate leaves can now be controlled via a single controller.
The updated Model LRA residential swing-arm Gate Operator uses an “intelligent” DC motor
control board that interfaces with a single APeX™ controller, operating actuator arms for two
gate leaves, each with a maximum weight of 600 lbs., and a maximum length of 16 feet.
“Dealers get a simpler installation, and homeowners benefit from a cleaner-looking
installation with the single controller,” says Larry Foisie, Linear's Vice President Sales, Entry
Systems.
The enhanced LRA continues to deliver all the features as before, with the addition of builtin provisions for gate stagger, and pluggable arm wiring connections. The Operator
continues to offer an elegant arm style, adjustable soft start/stop, and incorporates reliable
magnetic limits.
Unlike other dual arm gate operators, Linear’s LRA models employ its APeX controller,
which offers numerous advantages for installation and ongoing use:
• Full feature set and low power modes
• Built-in MegaCode receiver with 2 assignable MGT spots
• European-style pluggable wiring connections
• Absolute, current sense adjustment with real time monitoring; and digital set point for
quick, accurate adjustment and enhanced safety
• Programmable warning beeper during pre-start and gate movement, with ADAcompliant provisions
• LED diagnostic display for ease of setup and troubleshooting
• Built-in charge control circuitry for solar applications
• UL325/UL991 compliant
The LRA Dual-Arm unit comes with a two-year guarantee.	
  	
   When powered by solar panels,
it qualifies for a homeowner 30 percent tax credit of the value of the operator system.
	
  
-- more --

For more information about the enhanced LRA Gate Operator, contact your Linear sales
representative, visit www.linearcorp.com, or call 1-800-421-1587.
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About Linear LLC
Linear LLC is a pioneer in engineered radio frequency (RF) products and is a major supplier
of wireless residential security systems, access control, intercoms, garage door operators,
gate operators, short- and long-range radio remote controls, and personal emergency
reporting systems. In recent years the company, through acquisition, has expanded into a
wide range of consumer electronics, including whole-house audio/video distribution
systems, central vacuum systems, music/communications systems, speaker systems, and
structured wiring systems. For more information contact Linear LLC, 1950 Camino Vida
Roble, Suite 150, Carlsbad, CA 92008, (760) 438-7000 or www.linearcorp.com.
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™APeX is a trademark of Linear LLC, Carlsbad, Calif.

